
Spring 2014 Events Programme
Independence; a distraction or an opportunity for Scottish women? 
One year on.
7th March • 6pm • Dalhousie Building
This International Women’s Day panel discussion reprises the themes of our highly 
successful collaboration with the Dundee Women’s Festival from a year ago. Is 
independence the answer to the big questions facing women in Scotland today? And 
has the national debate made us any the wiser than we were twelve months ago? The 
panel includes Jenny Marra MSP and Shona Robison MSP.

Scotland and the EU 
12th March • 7pm• D’Arcy Thompson Lecture Theatre, Tower Building
5mQs is partnering with the European Movement in Scotland to host this 
debate on the referendum and Britain’s membership of the European Union. 
The panel includes Ruth Davidson MSP: Leader of the Scottish Conservatives, 
Prof Christian Kaunert, Lesley Riddoch: Broadcaster and Journalist, Dominick 
Younger: President of the Diplomats@Dundee, chaired by John Curtice of the 
University of Strathclyde.  

Iain McMillan - Director, CBI Scotland  ‘Independence & Scottish Business’ 
20th March • 6pm • Dalhousie Building 
We are delighted to host one of Scotland’s most authoritative 
business voices, Iain McMillan, to discuss the implications of the 
independence referendum. The talk will explore the broad business 
case for and against Scottish independence Including the key issues 
of the EU, currency, tax, borders and trade, immigration, regulation and Scotland’s 
place in the world.

Billy Kay ‘The Cause: Independence and Identity’
28th March • 6pm • Dalhousie Building 
Writer and broadcaster Billy Kay has produced and presented a major series for BBC 
Radio Scotland on the history of Scottish nationalism.  From identity forged in the 
Wars of Independence, through the radicalism of the 19th century, to the dramatic 
transformation of the SNP from a small, marginalised “sect” to a political machine 
capable of winning two elections. Billy Kay will discuss his and the country’s national 
identity, illustrated with oral history, literature and music from his ground-breaking series.  



Independence – a risk or an opportunity for business? 
- in collaboration with Dundee & Angus Chamber of Commerce
22nd April • 6pm • Dalhousie Building
This high-level panel event brings together some of the 
most prominent business proponents from both sides of the 
referendum debate. How is the referendum impacting business 
now and what will the result mean for the future of our economy? Arguing the ‘yes’ 
case will be Gordon McIntyre-Kemp and Tony Banks. Speaking in favour of a ‘no’ vote 
will be Phil Anderton and Ruth MacKay.

Public Conversation Event
In conversation with Douglas Alexander
9th May• 6pm • Dalhousie Building
Douglas Alexander MP, Shadow Foreign Secretary and a former 
Secretary of State for Scotland, is the Labour Party’s foremost thinker 
on the future of the UK constitution and Scotland’s role therein. In 
what has often been a fractious and highly partisan referendum 
debate his contributions in lectures and essays stand out as 
eloquent and reasoned with an appreciation of the magnitude of 
this moment for both his country and his party. 

Five Million Question’s David Torrance will lead an in depth conversation that will cover 
the main issues of the debate so far as well as Douglas Alexander’s political and personal 
motivations as we approach the defining moment of this political era in Scotland.

Prof Chris Whatley  ‘The Scots and the Union’: Then and Now
29th May - 6pm
The first edition of The Scots and the Union marking the tricentenary of 
the Union launched to huge critical acclaim in the summer of 2007. 
Exploding the myth of ‘bought and sold for English gold’ it was deemed 
to have ‘reset the historiography of Scotland’. The University and 5mQ’s 
own Prof. Chris Whatley will discuss the new updated edition now 
launched as that 307 year union stands on the precipice. 
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